European Network for Inertial Fusion Energy


Abstract :

Region Aquitaine, which wants to explore the possibility to coordinate the efforts of funding agencies from several European countries in the field of Inertial Fusion Energy (IFE) science, propose to create a network, complementary to others existing incentives, such as Integrated initiative networks or human resources and mobility programs since it focus on fusion energy through laser science and is willing to built and European strategy in that field, connecting the existing opportunities ruled by the members of the ERA-Net. Since IFE science crosses many academic areas it would specifically be of an high value to set up a network of institutions willing to co-ordinate their scientific policies.

Scientific interest of Inertial Fusion:

The Inertial Confinement Fusion technique is the second way, with the magnetic confinement technique of ITER, offering a perspective to exploit nuclear fusion as a source of energy. The development of this alternative to domesticate the so-called "power of the stars" bas long been hindered by its involvement with major defence issues. This restriction greatly felt in 1995 when the USA declassified almost aIl of the science and technical developments involved.

A new era for the science of IFE is now again springing up with the ongoing building of two large facilities namely the National Ignition Facility in Livermore (USA) and the Mégajoule in Aquitaine (France). ln addition, although these major achievements account for a large part of the dynamic of the subject, IFE covers a much more wider field, being also related to the variety of drivers that can be used for the confinement, the improvement of their energetic efficiency, the study of the next drivers generation and the possible technology transfer for marked connected applications. This includes also heavy-ion accelerators, powerful x-Tay machines, as possible drivers and laser and optical physics at large.

ln addition to this first circle of direct contributors, a larger ring of interest includes other fields of science following their own purposes. Among those, and not exhaustive, we find: astrophysics regarding the subject of matter at very high densities, plasma physics, the race for the highest laser powers (it is foreseen that the Exawatt output level could be reached using the amplification chain of the lasers used for inertial fusion), particle accelerator technology, materials studies and X-Tay analysing technology using various combinations of nanosecond and femtosecond lasers. However, the main goal sought by the proposed Era-Net is a coordination of the national policies in the field of inertial fusion energy research.

Coordination and co-operation needs:

The Region Aquitaine in France is a major partner interested in the civil development of IFE science, first as being the host of Mégajoule facility and furthermore as a major support of local academic and applied research. Among the conditions to reach the highest scientific achievements it has been identified that the main weakness at the European level is the rather small number of concerned scientists in the field and the lack of overall coordination specific to IFE while the laser community, acting on the. trans-national access to research infrastructures started the Laserlab integrated initiative and is also inter-connected through the "keep in touch" Euratom pro gram.

ln view of this dispersion and considering that the opening to civil use of facilities initially build in the framework of defence purposes becomes reality, the achievement of an European Network for Inertial Fusion Energy appears of utmost interest.
The score of such a new network overlaps with the field of laser research but the approach is basically different. The focusing on IFE as an extended transverse subject implies dealing with many academic fields but only in that perspective and without any purpose of driving these fields. IFE in itself has the scientific potential to attract many laboratories involved through their own competencies in an overall co-ordinated approach.

Accessing Aquitaine facilities:

The LIL + Petawatt facility, which is being build in Bordeaux, is an important first step of the Megajoule project. First experiments on the LIL alone (8 powerful pulsed laser beams with world record energy delivery) will start at the end of 2005. ln addition to the LIL beams, the construction of a Petawatt laser beam started last year, financed for 10M€ by the Aquitaine Region and 5M€ by European funds. Its first operation is scheduled for the year 2009. The LIL + Petawatt beams focused on the same target offer a unique opportunity to test one of the most promising approach of IFE, the "Fast Ignition" approach.

The LIL facility, as well as the LIL + Petawatt, are clearly open to academic research, including the European community, with a minimum experiment time guaranteed. The proposed experiments will be selected by a scientific committee ruled by the Institute Laser Plasma (ILP) created by CNRS, University of Bordeaux 1 and Ecole Polytechnique in France

The general scientific policy of the Region Aquitaine, which encourages the networking and the involvement of its laboratory at European level, supports the LIL + Petawatt project which will play a leading  role in that direction.

However, and facing the large expenses connected with an wide field of research, the maximum efficiency requires that decision makers coordinate themselves to set up the organisation tools. An ERA-NET could be typically the way to reach such a goal.

Prospective for the setting up of a dedicated IFE ERA-NET:

Regions owning large laser facilities could join the proposed ERA-NET, but not only, taking into account the large variety of problems to get solved (optics, targets, hydrodynamics, etc.) other Regions interested could also participate. The only requirement is a will to integrate an academic community to the quest of the "Graal" : the cheap and reliable source of energy.

The subjects of interest for discussion can be listed as follows : 
 exchange of information on ongoing and planned scientific programs ;
 identification of possible joint research areas ;
 scientists exchanges ;
 organisation of dedicated events ;
 setting up of common scientific committees for strategic analysis ;
 setting up of common methods to achieve joint funding of experiments.

French scientific work groups are now starting to define the future experiments at the LIL + Petawatt facility. It is now a good time to open discussions with interested partners.


